High-pressure effects in pyrene crystals: vibrational spectroscopy.
The response of pyrene crystals to high pressure was examined using Raman and FTIR spectroscopies. Raman spectra of external and internal modes were measured up to 11 GPa. Changes in the external modes were observed at approximately 0.3 GPa, indicating the onset of a phase transition. We demonstrated that at this pressure pyrene I (P2(1)/a, 4 mol/unit cell) transforms to pyrene III (P2(1)/a, 2 mol/unit cell). Further increase of pressure produced a gradual broadening of the internal modes and an increase of fluorescence background, indicating the formation of another phase above 2.0 GPa. Irreversible chemical changes were observed upon gradual compression to 40 GPa. FTIR spectroscopy of the recovered product indicated a transformation of pyrene into an amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) structure.